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Aqeedah.Q: How to store validation in controller or
validate once in model in Laravel 5.3 I'm validating
a request to login. If validation is success I want
to store some values (as session or cache) which is
use for authenticated actions. Here is my controller

method which I'm using for validating the login
request. public function login() { $input =

Input::all(); $rules = array(
'email'=>'required|email', 'password'=>'required' );

$validation = Validator::make($input,$rules);
if($validation->fails()) { return

Redirect::to('/login'); } else { // login for success
} } what should I do for store values which I want to
use as authenticated values. A: You need to use Auth
to store something in session and do something else
depending on logged in/out status. Something like
this maybe: Route::get('/test', function () { if

(Auth::check()) { // Logged in so do something that's
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authenticated } else { // Logged out so something
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